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General Information:General Information:

   Ballistic briefcase with three VPAM-6 protection panelsBallistic briefcase with three VPAM-6 protection panels

   External appearance like ordinary briefcase, therefore first-class camouflage effect and high mobilityExternal appearance like ordinary briefcase, therefore first-class camouflage effect and high mobility

   Dropping a carrying handle expands the protection area to 3 overlapping panelsDropping a carrying handle expands the protection area to 3 overlapping panels

   Carrying handles are reinforced by aluminum and have extra padding for comfortable carryingCarrying handles are reinforced by aluminum and have extra padding for comfortable carrying

   Suitable for both right and left handed usersSuitable for both right and left handed users

   One protective panel is provided in the briefcase. By extending the other two protective panels,One protective panel is provided in the briefcase. By extending the other two protective panels,
 the total protective area is increased to 50 x 90 cm the total protective area is increased to 50 x 90 cm

   The protective inserts are protected from mechanical stress by a robust PA coverThe protective inserts are protected from mechanical stress by a robust PA cover

   The ballistic briefcase also has a spacious compartment for storing various documentsThe ballistic briefcase also has a spacious compartment for storing various documents

Protective Surface:Protective Surface:

   Protective surface regular: 50 x 35 cmProtective surface regular: 50 x 35 cm

   Protective surface with extended panels: 50 x 90 cmProtective surface with extended panels: 50 x 90 cm

* Further protection classes and special solutions on request

Briefcase not released Shoulder strap VPAM6  Protective panels
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BALLISTIC BRIEFCASE AK47BALLISTIC BRIEFCASE AK47

Technical Data:Technical Data:

  Weight: approx. 8,5kg
  Size: one size 35 x 50cm (other sizes on request)
  Colour*: black
  Available protection classes*:

VPAM6 (AK47 MSC)VPAM6 (AK47 MSC)


